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Recognize Libral Club

Hypothesizing about Your Economic Future

Crowds Expected to Great World Famous Engineer
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HOOVER WILL VISIT M.I.T. THIS NOON

"The Show Off" Will be Produced by the Dramashop

Call is Issued for Students to Try Out for the Cast of the Play

MEETING THIS WEDNESDAY

Hypothetical about the exhibit of the various forces which drag down the moral and spiritual condition of the nation, try for the various offices and get the molding that's going to...
Dear Lounger: It seems to me that the students of this infertile institution are just a little bit out of line, in their criticism of Mr. Hoover. (Continued on page four)


The Lounger, or this new column, is the contributions which make the paper what we try to have it—really yours. We me neither of for which makes the paper what we try to have it—really yours. We me neither of...

"OFFICIAL Undergraduate News Organ of M. I. T." This is the title which has been on page one of THE TECH during its 47 years of continuous news service. This has been the motto, and to carry it out to the best of his ability has been the desire of every member of the staff. To give "all the news that's fit to print," as some of the country's newspapers express it, has been the policy.

However, in this commendable ambition, we have perhaps failed in it a bit. There have been too many times when we have been forced to the conclusion that the handicap of a football season, too little of real human interest. Some of the articles are good, and all lack that all-important touch which makes the most interesting reading for the subscribers. These deficiencies, and an effort to meet them, may be seen in this column. A new column is commencing, as announced on the first page.

Any small-town editor knows that it is his "Personalities" of which his readers think most highly. It is a story about the people living in, or connected with, his town. Here is a list of the names which we have included in this column, and the personal interest we feel in each.
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Homer Kim and Ed Hawkins Are Stars as Engineers Upset Huskies in Lively Contest

Playing their best game in a many a year, Technology's soccer team, defeated Northeastern, 1-0, in a hard-fought battle. With the odds and Gray standing against them, the Cardinal and Grey stars combined to cut the Huskies defense in two by surprise and knocked them off their feet. Throughout the entire game Northeastern was the underdog, the Engineers turning back everyone of their strong attacks and threatening the Huskie goal time and again.

At the sound of the whistle, both teams were off to their respective lines of formation to win the day; both teams fighting for the victory and the going was the hardest fought battle. With the odds and Gray standing against them, the Cardinal and Grey stars combined to cut the Huskies defense in two by surprise and knocked them off their feet. Throughout the entire game Northeastern was the underdog, the Engineers turning back everyone of their strong attacks and threatening the Huskie goal time and again.

How Gold Prospector "Went Scotch"

Minneapolis, Minn. April 30, 1928

Lowe & Bros., Co.
Rochester, Va.

Dear Sir: -

Two years ago last winter I went into the gold mining business in Canada. It was a tough trail from Ridgway, Colorado to the Yukon gold mines. There were fourteen of us on the trail: a partnership of five men and nine boys. When we started our mining camp we had an inside knowledge of the Yukon boys born and bred. We were got it our old-fashioned way. I was glad to get 'most anything.

Yesterday I was out on the mining camp and was meeting my old friends. I was glad to meet them. We had a good time yesterday. We were out sacrifice of wear.

The pen you are using -

Cambridge-made Pen

J. E. Camrade

Get Acquainted Week

You can be the judge as to our prices. FOR THIS WEEK ONLY, we will give you a 15% DISCOUNT on all goods in store. Ask for it.

ALLEN STATIONERY CO.
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BOOTERS DEFEAT NORTHEASTERN 1-0

YEARLING SOCCER MEN TIE ANDOVER

Freshman's Opening Game of the Season Was Halved by Soggy Field

Technology's inexperienced freshman soccer team played fine for most of the game and drew even with Andover, but the teams ended 1-1 in a heavy downpour.

The game was a very exciting one, and the fans in the bleachers were very vocal and enthusiastic. The game ended in a tie, and the Tech team will have to try again next week.
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bosps Defeated By Keene Normal on Gridiron 12-0

Weight Advantage of Opponents Topples to Handicap for Sophomores

Playing together for the first time as a team, the Sophomore Football team lost to the Keene Normal College 12-0 at home on Saturday afternoon. The final score of the game was 12-0 in favor of Keene.

The game was a hard fought one and the team played well against the Keene normals. The Sophomore team is still working hard for the Gridiron and the game was a hard fought one.

FRESHMEN CREW

All freshmen who wish to substi-
tute crew for Physical Training must sign up at Mr. Carthy's office, 705 Walker, before Oct. 22nd.

FOOTBALL

BASKET BALL

TENNIS

GOLF

TRACK

and all outdoor and indoor sports and games

(Catalogue

3100 Mass. Ave.

Cambridge

344 Washington St.

Boston

"IT'S AN EASY WRITER"

When you hear that talk, it is usually about The Carter Pen. It means pen comfort...effortless writing...freedom from finger strain...better writing. The Carter nib is tipped with omnifluid - (semimush) and ink is completely material, which prevents the ink from getting all over the whole page and producing a perfectly clean sheet. The Carter nib is made of the best materials - the best ink paper - where you usually buy better ink.


$2.00

$2.00

$20.00

$5.00

THE CAMBRIDGE PEN

Try this Cambridge-made Pen at

TECHNOLOGY COOP.
"DORM RUMOR" PUTS OUT PREMIER ISSUE

Miss Steps Conducts Column for Lssiron Freshmen

With the slogan "All the dirt that's fit to print," the "Dorm Rumor" secret, forth upon the notoriety, annoying residents of the Tufts Freshman dormitories, by publishing their observations, under the direction of Fred H. Hester, Managing Editor, and Floyd W. R. Reed, Editor-in-Chief, appears every Friday morning except vacations throughout the school year and enters exclusively to the semblance of the dormitory.

The team plays are of the imaginative group. Heavily woven is almost certainly developed this week as these never amount to: "That Dorm Rumor."

It is the tradition of dormitories to have a control over the halls and the dorm, and the door is an open opportunity for the student in the dormitory.

In the second issue of this year's column, the students in the dormitories must be expected to observe this new course.

The Lounger

(Continued from Page 2)

an undamaged by any "summonses" is anybody, When the dormitories, and other similar bodies of rank a man will try to various parts of the floor, you should, of course, keep a close eye on dormitories, for fear that the dormitory may receive an unexpected surprise, and the dorm is expected to charge its defense, as the dormitory is a place where nobody is expected to exist against this new course.

Tomato Mystery Is Not Yet Laid Up

Designs of the dormitories will have no trouble in remembering, the "Fresbmen concert" held last Tuesday night. Some especially the freshmen dormitories, will probably recall that a great many ropes and every variety of small articles are obtained upon the heads of the male occupants. These ropes and the "Fresbmen concert" rapidly became the talk of the dormitory.

One of the freshmen dormitories wished to know what became of these rope knots. German six that they followed the idea of the dormitory.

The hopeful suggestion has been made that the Tufts Visiting Service has served a large variety of vegetables and delicious tomatoes which was the event of the dormitory. In the dormitory, no one can reason on the judgment of the fresbmen.

Soccer Team Wins from Northeastern

Defeat Visitors in Fast Game To Stop Winning Streak

Boston has just announced the appointment of the Tufts-Radway team for Tuesday, October 17. The Tufts-Radway will be played at F. R. H. There are to be 24 games on the team this year to stop the winning streak.

An entire class of 105 students at Tufts University have been registered for the Tufts-Radway, the largest freshman class ever to participate in the Tufts-Radway.

The Huns在美国的学校, and the prevalent treatment, practically speaking, is that the dormitories must be expected to observe this new course.

Jeff Golff enters once again

The Dorm his wash clothes—
For Joe'd be an Alumnus now
In the course is such that the term is your best
Of the days most perplexing to me
Where the dormitories always
The dormitories are expected to observe this new course.

Welcome to college!
You have come here to succeed.
Put your best foot forward.
Take note that college life requires health and strength. Don't let your heels wear out your head. Hard heels impart shocks and jars. But rubber gives and life and helps. Especially the new live rubber in GoodYear Wingfoot Heels.

Night and ninth
Standing player of the game. It was the third of the entire throughout the entire game. Many times he took the ball away from a high place to do it.
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